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Abstract: The research efforts outlined in this paper address the aerodynamic design of safety glider plates which leads to 
hovering of the aeroplane and leads to reduction in the severity of the aeroplane accident by improving its landing 
capabilities. In the last 53 yrs the world has witnessed around 1828 aviation accidents among which 33% have been severe 
and caused havoc in day-to-day lives. Aviation accidents leads to a great loss as most of accidents eventually leads to planes 
turned into tons of flaming chunk. This is an extreme cause of concern as majority of passengers comprising of business 
class which includes politicians, defence personnel’s, national leaders hence any casualty among these will directly affect the 
nation. So in order to decrease the severity of accidents safety glider blades must be used which assures the increase in 
effective surface area of flight's wings and thus increases the lift force, drag force and time of flight. The hovering of plane in 
air significantly lowers the transverse speed of the plane and hence-forth raising the drag force. These efforts of enhancing 
the time of flight and decreasing the transverse speed during landing can further be enriched by use of parachutes which 
further leads to magnify time of flight and decrease in terminal velocity of airplane. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
There are four forces acting on an airplane in flight. 
These are thrust, drag, lift, and weight. 
As we are tried to decrease the severity of airplane 
accident our basic aim is to increase the lift force to 
increase its hovering time and drag force to 
decrease its transverse velocity. 
For a conventional aircraft, the drag is divided into 
two main parts; lift related drag, and non- Lift 
related drag. The first part is called induced drag (Di), 
because this drag is induced by lift (Pressure). The 
second part is referred to as zero-lift drag (Do), since 
it does not have any influence from lift, and is mainly 
originates from shear stress. 
D=Do+Di 
Induced drag:  The induced drag is the drag directly 
associated with the production of lift. 
Di= ρV2SCDi 

CDi=KCL
2                   here, CL=

ρ 2 

For calculation of Di one has to calculate the value of 
CDi which can be calculated with the help of above 
formula. 
Zero-lift drag: The zero-lift drag includes all types of 
drag that do not depend on production of the lift. 
Every aerodynamic component of aircraft (i.e.  The 
components that are in direct contact with flow) 
generates zero-lift drag. Typical components are 
wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail, fuselage, landing 
gear, antenna, engine nacelle, and strut. The zero-lift 
drag is a function of airspeed, air density, reference 
area, and the external shape of the components. 
 
Do= ρV2SCDo 
CDo=CDof+CDow+CDoht+CDovt+CDoLG…. 

 
Where CDof, CDow, CDoht, CDovt, CDoLG…………….. 
are respectively representing fuselage, wing, 
horizontal tail, vertical tail, landing gear, nacelle, 
strut, high lift device (such as flap) contributions in 
aircraft CDo  
For calculation of DO one has to calculate the value of 
CDo. As we are increasing wing area so CDow will 
increase all other parameters remains same for 
calculation of CDo.  Procedure for calculation of CDow 
is explained below: 
1. Firstly Reynolds no is calculated by using 

following equation to check whether the flow is 
laminar or turbulent. 
              Re= ρ

µ
퐶̅ 

2. After calculation of Re mach no(M) and skin 
friction coefficient Cf is calculated. Generally the 
flow is turbulent so for turbulent flow following 
equation is used. 
              M=  

             Cf=
.

[ 10( )]2.58 
3. After that FM, Ftc, Swet all are calculated as per the 

derived relations. 
              FM=1-0.08M1.45 
             FTC=1+2.7(푡|푐)max+100 (푡|푐)4

max 
             Swet=2[1+0.5(푡|푐)max] bC     

4. Finally the value of CDo(w) is calculated by the use 
of all above calculated parameters by the relation 
as follow: 
        CDo(w)=CF(w)FTC(w)FM( WET(w)) ( Dmin(w)

.
)0.4                       

 
II. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
 When a body falls its maximum velocity (i.e.    
Velocity when it touches ground) can be computed by 
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stokes law which just states that until downward 
velocity will increase the net downwards force is 
nullified by the summation of other forces. Now 
when an aircraft comes under hiatus i.e. (when its 
engine stops working) it is acted upon by following 
forces 
Study of horizontal forces: 
Now as engine stopped working thrust decrease to its 
negligible value and horizontal drag will tend to 
decrease its horizontal velocity (transverse velocity) 
although generally it still remains appreciable during 
collision of airplane with earth as the time of falling 
for airplane is very less. 

 
Study of vertical force: 
For the sake of over calculation we can ignore/neglect 
the buoyancy force because of its small value 
Now we know that:  
                       FLIFT = ρV2SCL 
At the start downward acceleration is there as:  
W > (FL+FDRAG+FBU) 
As its downward velocity increases there is also a rise 
in FDRAG and velocity will increase till:  
W = FL+FDRAG+FBU 
Unfortunately this velocity is very large and can 
cause severe damage to the airplane and the 
passengers in it. 
Now, if during emergency we increase the wing area 
then definitely it will increase the lift force and 
increase the drag force which will reduce the 
downward terminal velocity. This will not only 
reduce the damage to airplane with its vertical impact 
on the ground, rather it will also decreases its 
horizontal (transverse) velocity which will decrease 
the severity of airplane’s impact with ground. The 
wing area is increased by sliding out the blades. 
 

 

III. VERIFICATION 
 
Consider a cargo aircraft is cruising at sea level with 
airspeed of 420 knot (216.40 m/s). With the following 
features m = 380,000 kg,              S = 580.32 m2, 
MAC = 9.3 m,(t/c)max = 18%,Cdmin = 0.0052,A 
=340, ρ =1.225, K =0.055.calculate the net change in 
drag force and drag force if reference area is 
increased by 80% with the help of slider gliding 
plates during accident. Assuming [CDo. = (3* CDo(w))] 
SOLUTION: 
CASE-1 SLIDING PLATES ARE NOT USED. 
For the calculation of net drag force we have to 
calculate induced and zero drag individually as 
D=Do+Di 

Di= ρV2SCDi 

For this we have to calculate CDi 
CDi=KCL

2   (given k=0.055) 
As per given data  
CL=

ρ 2 

CL= ∗ ∗ .
. ∗ . ∗( ∗. )2 =0.2190 

CDi=KCL
2 (on putting values)  

CDi= (0.055)*(0.2190)2 =0.00263    
Now, 
Di= ρV2SCDi 

Di= *1.225*(420*0.5144)*580.32*0.00263 

Di=448360.60 
Now we have to calculate Do, as it is assumed that 
[CDo. = (3*CDo (w))] we will calculate CDo(w) and 
replace CDo  by CDo. = (3*CDo(w)). 
Calculation of CDo (w) is as per procedure described in 
introduction 
Re = ρ

µ
퐶̅ 

Re = . ∗( ∗ . )∗ .
. ∗

=1.37*108 

M =  

M = ∗ . =.635 
Here the flow is turbulent as the Reynolds no is 
>2*106  
Cf =

.
[ 10( )]2.58=

.
[ 10( . )]2.58=.002035 

FM =1-0.08M1.45=1-0.08(.635)1.45=0.958 
Ftc =1+2.7(푡|푐)max+100 (푡|푐)4

max 
Ftc =1+2.7(.18)+100 (.18)4=1.591 
Swet =2[1+0.5 (푡|푐) max]bC =2[1+0.5(.18)] 
580.32=1265.09 m2   
CDo (w) =CF (w)FTC(w)FM( WET(w)) ( Dmin(w)

.
)0.4 

CDo (w) =.002035*1.591*0.958*( .
.

)*( 0.0052

.
)0.4 

CDo (w) =0.00743 
Now, Do= ρV2SCDo 

Do= *1.225*(420*.5144)2 *580.32*0.00743*3 
Do=378871.41 
TOTAL DRAG FORCE = D=Do+Di 
D=378871.41+44836.60 
D=423708.01 
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CASE-2 ON OPENING GLIDER PLATES. 
New Mac = 9.3+9.3*.8=16.74 
New reference area will 
be=580.32+580.32*.8=1044.57m2 
(t/c) max = 10% 
K =0.090 (approx) 
Again on repeating above procedure we get  
Di= ρV2SCDi 

For this we have to calculate CDi 
CDi=KCL

2   (approx k=0.090) 
As per given data  
CL=

ρ 2 

CL= ∗ ∗ .
. ∗ . ∗( ∗. )2 =0.1217 

CDi=KCL
2 (on putting values)  

CDi= (0.090)*(0.1217)2 =0.00133    
Now, 
Di= ρV2SCDi 

Di= *1.225*(420*0.5144)*1044.57*0.00133 

Di=40795.22 
Now we have to calculate Do by same procedure as in 
first case. 
M = ∗ .  =.635 
FM =1-0.08M1.45=1-0.08(.635)1.45=0.958 
Ftc =1+2.7(.18) +100 (.18)4=1.591 
 Re, CF, FTC and swet will change i.e. 
Re = ρ

µ
퐶̅ 

Re = . ∗( ∗ . )∗ .
. ∗

=248201025.9 

Cf =
.

[ 10( )]2.58=
.

[ 10( . )]2.58=.001879 
Ftc =1+2.7(.10) +100 (.10)4=1.28 
Swet =2[1+0.5 (푡|푐) max] bC =2[1+0.5(.10)] 
1044.57=2193.59 m2   
CDo(w)=CF(w)FTC(w)FM( WET(w)) ( Dmin(w)

.
)0.4 

CDo(w) =.001879*1.28*0.958( .
.

) ( 0.0052

.
)0.4 

CDo(w) =0.00534 
Now, Do= ρV2SCDo 

Do= *1.225*(420*.5144)2 *1044.57*0.00534*3 
Do=490133.37 
TOTAL DRAG FORCE = D=Do+Di 
D=490133.37+40795.22 
D=530928.59 
TOTAL INCREASE IN DRAG FORCE… 
Drag% increase

  
 

 *100 

                   = . .
.

*100 
                    =25.3% 
CALCULATION OF LITT FORCE: 
FLIFT = ρV2SCL 
Above formula is used for lift force calculation and 
the value of CL will be taken from above calculation 
(0.2190) 
On calculation we observe that the value of lift force 
increases by 1.8% as the wing reference ara increases 
by 1.8% all other parameters will remain same.  

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 
 
As we can see the rise in the value of lift force as well 
as drag force which increase as wing reference area 
increases. Therefore this design and idea is highly 
recommendable. The rise in the drag force reduces 
the velocity of the airplane in the horizontal direction 
and the rise in the lift force will increase the time 
taken by the airplane to reach the ground and also 
reduces the vertical downward velocity of the 
airplane. The side in time to reach ground will help 
drag force to reduce the horizontal velocity more 
effectively this idea will reduce the severity of 
aircraft accidents. This paper can become 
advantageous for the further research in the same 
direction.  
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